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A b o u t  t h e  P R O G R A M

The House is Black is Sussan Deyhim’s media-film-performance project inspired by the 
works of feminist poet and filmmaker Forough Farrokhzad, one of Iran’s most influential 
and controversial figures of the 20th century. Co-directed by renowned director Robert 
Egan, the piece features a series of Deyhim’s non-linear poetic tableaux inspired by 
Farrokhzad’s poems. The audience travels through a visual, sonic and theatrical journey 
into the heart of Farrokhzad’s prophetic vision, where her most intimate, soulful and 
provocative moments leap off the page and onto the stage. Farrokhzad’s message is as 
poetically and politically relevant today for the women of Iran and the world as it was 50 
years ago when she died tragically at the age of 32. 

An original score composed by Deyhim and Golden Globe-winning composer Richard 
Horowitz creates a cinematic musical landscape, with influences rooted in Persian and 
Western contemporary classical music, jazz and electronic music, an elaborate vocal 
soundscape and intricate sound design. The backdrop is composed of archival images 
and scenes from Farrokhzad’s documentary The House is Black and Bernardo Bertolucci’s 
1965 interview with Farrokhzad, along with Deyhim’s original film and visual projections. 

This project has been made possible by generous grants from the Los Angeles-based 
Iranian Farhang Foundation and Dr. Nina Ansari and residency fellowships at CAP UCLA 
and at Robert Rauschenbeg Residency/Robert Rauschenberg Foundation.

s u s s a n  d e y h i m

Sussan Deyhim is an Iranian composer, vocalist, performance artist and activist, known 
internationally for her unique sonic and vocal language imbued with a sense of ritual and 
the unknown. Her music remains true to the spirit of her ancient heritage while pointing 
to the future with a deeply personal and poetic dramatic sensibility. In 1980 she moved 
to New York, embarking on a multifaceted career encompassing music, theater, dance, 
media and film. Her wide-ranging collaborations with leading artists from across the 
spectrum of contemporary art have included Ornette Coleman, Bobby McFerrin, Peter 
Gabriel, Richard Horowitz, Bang on a Can, Rufus Wainwright, Deepak Chopra, Micky Hart 
and Jerry Garcia, and prominent female visual artists Shirin Neshat, Sophie Calle and 
Lita Albuquerque. Deyhim’s composition Windfall/Beshno Az Ney was recently featured 
in U2’s 360° Tour, one of the largest-scale rock tours to date. Her vocal signature has 
been heard on numerous soundtracks including the Oscar-winning Argo and The Last 
Temptation of Christ, The Kite Runner, Any Given Sunday and Gods of Egypt.
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